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Cyberattacks may be the biggest risk that global businesses are unprepared for.1 Record
numbers of data breaches have driven large organizations to increase spending on
security at twice the rate of other information technology during the past several years,
according to market-growth studies by Gartner, IDC and others that predict growth of
between 4.7 percent and 9.9 percent during the next five to seven years.2
While that growth is significant, it is dwarfed by annual increases of between 25 percent
and 35 percent in the cyber insurance market. This sector, worth less than a billion
dollars worldwide during 2012, topped $2 billion during 2015 and could triple by 2020,
according to Moody’s. This explosive growth is a result of executives trying to protect
their organizations’ financial health in an ever-hostile cyber landscape, as well as carriers
seeing profits in a new business segment.3
Unlike auto theft or fire insurance, cyber insurance is an emerging form of coverage.

“Without historical
data, actuaries
cannot drive using the
rearview mirror.”5
–Annmarie Geddes Baribeau

Predicting risks for the online environment cannot be based on retrospective analysis,
since lack of historical data presents a tremendous challenge. The data simply does not
exist to develop the models used by underwriters to calculate risk and set rates related
to predictable expectations of loss and exposure. In addition, trying to gain even a
toehold is difficult because the data, the technology, and the harmful incidents are
growing and evolving so rapidly.4
The result is a fragmented and volatile situation for both business and carriers. Carriers
must essentially guess at their exposure, reflected in a market that is highly variable in
both policy terms and prices. Business leaders, unable to comprehend coverage limits
and reimbursement requirements, elect to bear the risk when faced with high costs, high
deductibles and outright denial of coverage.
The SANS report “Cleaning Up After a Breach—Post-Breach Impact: A Cost Compendium”
predicts that the evolving insurance market will have a strong influence on the ways
organizations will approach their risk assessment and management activities, as well as
how they will handle their investment in defending against escalating post-breach costs
and total financial loss.6 This will require CEOs/CISOs and insurance underwriters/agents
to achieve a common understanding about the meaning of risk and how both sides
must work together to achieve a realistic floor from which cyber insurance makes solid
business sense.
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The Meaning of Risk:
You Say Risk Loss, I Say Risk Uncertainty
Security professionals view risk as “the possibility of suffering harm
or loss,”7 the product of threats and vulnerabilities. We concentrate
on our critical assets, first assessing and then continually managing
to limit potential harm or loss. Risk management entails first
determining an appropriate course of action: avoidance (i.e., ignore
entirely or withdraw); mitigation (i.e., reduce the risk); transference
(e.g., obtain insurance); or acceptance. From here, we develop the
organizational risk posture or profile—the documented “types,
amounts and priority of information risk that an organization finds
acceptable and unacceptable.” 8

For the InfoSec community, a risk profile identifies problems to
be fixed—the open doorway attackers might use to penetrate
the organization itself. The fewer the problems, the better the
risk profile of the organization.
The insurance industry, on the other hand, defines risk as
“uncertainty arising from the possible occurrence of given
events.”9 By itself, this risk is not a direct measure of harm
or loss, but a tool to gauge the probability of events, both
downside (leading to loss) and upside (leading to gain). Risk
management, the practice of appraising and controlling risk,
has evolved as a discrete field of study and practice, ultimately
resulting in what we consider the core of an insurance

policy—premiums, deductibles, exclusions, and the conditions and circumstances under
which the insured will be financially compensated.
A “risk profile” is “a measure of expected losses for a finite time period based on
various items of historical data such as total losses, number of losses, average loss
size, and payout patterns.”10 In general, a risk profile is based on a set of calculations
to predict, broadly, how many disasters will befall a given set of customers, without
knowing specifically which ones will be affected. The actual process is complex;
one might say that it overlaps what security practitioners do in quantitative risk
assessment—but on steroids.
To date, the information industry has been unable to come up with a standardized,
broad approach to estimating costs related to breaches or loss of sensitive data. The
current state of knowledge about data incidents or breaches in information security is
so variable that leading analysis firms all use different approaches to estimating what
a data breach actually costs, resulting in estimates that can differ widely. Actuaries
face the same challenge on perhaps an even greater scale—the need to create models
that can accurately capture and simulate the effects of rapidly developing technology;
actors—whether political, military, or citizen—that are not limited by region or country;
and the growth and priorities of a largely invisible, global environment of digital crime
and espionage.
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In the Short Term: The Current Situation
Independent of cyber-related issues, the problem is that insurance is multifaceted
and depends on whether and how a policy’s details conform to a business’s specific
threat and risk profile. The business needs to understand how to draw the necessary
boundaries, define the terrain to be navigated, and then determine how the insurance
and the policy fit together. If a business struggles to determine the impact of a
potential breach, despite rigorous quantitative calculations and statistical analysis, its
management may question whether cyber insurance is worth the cost.
Top Cyber Insurance Considerations:
1.	Establish the correct level of coverage you might need. While quantifying cyber
risk in financial terms may still be more art than science, one starting point is
through an internal audit to determine the total value of your company’s data as
well as the aggregate cost of a possible breach.
2.	Carefully check definitions of terms such as “hackers,” “attacks” or “incidents,” and
“breach” to make sure they fit the situation(s) and the associated possibilities.
Know what situations will trigger your coverage.
3.	Make sure that policies (and situations) meet your needs. Be certain that a policy
isn’t geared only toward compromises from external sources, thereby excluding
threats from the inside, which may be far more likely and just as, or more,
damaging. Keep in mind that your business might also need specific coverages
such as extortion, intellectual property infringement and advertising injury.
4.	Consider that many cyber insurance policies do not cover nontechnical attacks,
such as an authorized person stealing confidential data. Know which business
insurance policy covers that contingency.
5.	Make sure that one policy does not negate another. Insurance is a complicated
area, and overlaps exist among policies. Resist the temptation to stack multiple
cyber insurance policies in the hope that, collectively, they will provide you with
a level of protection.
6.	Ensure that policies cover more than just the immediate damage and any
possible losses from litigation following a breach. The ideal level of cyber
insurance protection should cover a business for all costs associated with an
incident—discovery, investigation and remediation, as well as any court costs,
judgments or penalties.
7.	When you’re talking to underwriters, find out how much weight they put on
the security controls you already have in place. Judgments about the degree
to which those controls reduce your company’s risk, and therefore its cyber
insurance premiums, can be made based on your company’s history or the
underwriter’s own data and calculations.
8.	Work closely with a broker you trust, who can guide your company toward
a cyber insurance policy that matches the company’s specific needs. Ask the
broker to compare your costs to those of companies with similar budgets and
risk profiles. If the premiums differ significantly, find out what the other company
did to raise or lower its exposure in the judgment of underwriters who probably
evaluated both companies.
SANS ANALYST PROGRAM
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In the Long Term: Toward an Improved Framework to Manage Risk
Until recently, the variability, high premiums, excessive deductibles and exclusions
of current cyber insurance policies meant that this type of insurance did not make
business sense for most organizations. As the number and intensity of cyber incidents
has increased, however, so has the threat to the financial stability of victimized
organizations. It is also more likely that managers will turn to IT and information
security staffs for advice about the viability and structure of insurance policies that
could provide financial protection for the consequences of attacks technological
protections could not prevent.
However, security professionals gauge risk by evaluating the types of attacks
likely to take place and the ability of InfoSec staffs to identify and repel them
(threat X vulnerabilities).
Cyber insurance providers calculate risk by estimating the likelihood of attack, the
costs of recovery and the potential cost to underwriters of paying claims resulting from
successful attacks.
The risk involved and the cost and variability of cyber insurance policies can therefore
logically be reduced by organizations with a strong security stance—whether that
stance is established independently or by following effective procedures established by
underwriters as a prerequisite for coverage.

Risk-Management Issues To Be Considered
The framework to establish an acceptable level of protection must include the most
important items from the priority lists of both underwriters and security organizations.
Specific requirements for such a framework are beyond the scope of this paper. Below,
however, we ask some of what we think are the right questions.
1.	How could this unification between insurance and security expertise influence
the development or maturation of the science behind cyber risk assessment?
The cyber environment is dynamic, diverse and full of unimaginable threat.
Academia, industry and computational actuarial scientists struggle to perfect
the data and the algorithms needed to assess cyber risk. With so little historical
data available, it may be necessary to gauge risk using data that reflect only the
present and project the future. How can collaboration with security professionals
help the insurance industry in gauging the potential for disaster and the positive
impact of innovative technology? How should the detailed methods used mainly
for retrospective analysis influence the education of security professionals?
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2.	How can we transform this science into an operational asset for both the
insurance and security communities? Can an international, structured data
breach repository, built using both actual events and model scenarios, help
better shape both insurance and security vendors’ products and offerings?
Should existing sources be used for this purpose?
3.	What would a robust risk governance framework based on a unified approach
include? Would fundamental risk management definitions, such as threat,
vulnerability and risk, shift in their meaning? Should there be a common
taxonomy of terms related to risk? How would this affect the evaluation and
algorithms used by security professionals? How should this affect privacy
and security frameworks (e.g., NIST 800-53rev4) that support regulatory
compliance? How does risk factor into the cost/benefit determination of cyber
insurance coverage?
4.	How can this framework achieve an insurable cyberposture and a higher level
of security assurance? What metrics can evaluate the resulting risk profile to
the underlying goals and objectives of the business? What services and tools
can measure and continuously assess cybersecurity risk and the effectiveness
of controls?
5.	How can the maturing cyber insurance market benefit organizations that
become its customers? A business needs to consider some of the other values
it derives from a cyber insurance partner in addition to the potential of a paid
claim. Insurance companies typically have both in-house and outsourced
resources, such as lawyers to help fight class-action lawsuits, security vendors
at negotiated rates to help advise both pre-breach on protection strategies and
post-breach on incident response support, and credit monitoring services to
help consumers after a breach.
The answers to these questions won’t directly lower the risk or cost of cyber insurance or
cyber attack. They will, however, allow information security departments to effectively
support decisions made by business managers. The answers may also provide visibility
into how cyber incidents work, how they affect the business, and how those effects
can be translated into financial protection that is effective and sustainable for both
underwriters and the organizations whose financial stability they insure.
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